This is Madlibs! This is a game where the player is prompted to enter different parts of speech, places, names, etc. The answers are then inserted into various places in a paragraph, so that the result is non-sensical, and sometimes funny. The result is printed out.

noun = input("NOUN: ")
plural_noun = input("NOUN (PLURAL): ")
noun2 = input("NOUN: ")
place = input("PLACE: ")
adjective = input("ADJECTIVE: ")
noun3 = input("NOUN: ")

print("Be kind to your", noun + "-footed", plural_noun)
print("For a duck may be somebody's", noun2)
print("Be kind to your", plural_noun, "in", place)
print("Where the weather is always", adjective)
print(" ")
print("You may think that this the", noun3 + ",")
print("Well it is")